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Nt of Public Health,
’ON, Jan. 10, 1921.

Depaetm

To the General Court of Ma- ils

The Department of Public Health presents herewith a report of its
doings for the year which ended Nov. 30, 1920, under the provisions
of laws relative to the oversight and care of inland waters, including
advice to cities, towns and others in regard to water supply, drainage
and sewerage and questions relating thereto.

Respectfully,

EUGENE R. KELLEY
Commissioner of Public Her,f Public Health

Cbc Commontoealtf) of egassacfcusetts.
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Water Supplies,

As has been the case in every year since the beginning of the war,
water works construction during 1920 has been extremely limited and

lately be postponed, a condition
ist of labor and materials. The

no work has been done that could
produced by the scarcity and high
census completed during the year shows, as a rule, a less rapid growth
in the population than in recent previous census periods, a result due

rut by the war. Nevertheles;probably to conditions brought al
there has been a considerable increa
as a whole, and a very rapid increase
and towns.

e in the population of the State
in that of a number of the cities

constructed for supplying water
s of the Palmer Water Company

During the year 1920 works were
in the town of Auburn, and the worl
were purchased by the Palmer Fire
Auburn, the total number of cities

District. Including the town of
and towns in the State having

public water supplies at the end of the year 1920 was 216, the aggre-
gate population of which was 3,702,549. The remaining towns, 138
in number, have no modern public water supply within their limits,
though in many of them there are cases in which either several houses
are supplied through a common pipe, or a small district is served
usually from a spring on a neighboring hillside, under the control of
an association or company formed for the purpose. The total popula-
tion of the towns not provided with public water supplies in 1920 was
149,807, and there are now only 13 towns, having in 1920 a population
in excess of 2,500, which are not provided with public water supplies.
They are the following:

CARE OF INLAND WATERS.
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Investigations relative to the introduction of water supplies were
made by several of these towns before the war, but the construction
of works was postponed to a more favorable time. Among these are
Tewksbury, Dighton, Warren and Somerset. In many of these towns
public water supplies are very badly needed, not only for public com-
fort, convenience and fire protection, but principally for the protection
of the public health, since well waters, which are the main sources
of supply in many villages in the State, are usually more or less
polluted and in many cases unfit for use. In many such villages the
sewage has been disposed of by discharge into vaults and cesspools
for a great many years, and the seepage from such places, which tends
to flow to a lower level, often finds its way into a well, or, perhaps,
several wells in the neighborhood, where the ground water is lowered
on account of the draft for domestic use.

Difficulties of providing Water and Sewerage Facilities in
Certain Districts.

Attention was called in the report last year to the problem in water
supply and sewerage brought about by the development of lands for
occupation by summer cottages and camps, which have been increasing
very rapidly not only on the seashore but also along the banks ot
rivers and the shores of Jakes and ponds. A similar important prob-

IS that of water su PPly and sewerage in connection with real
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estate developments adjacent to or in the neighborhood of cities and
larger towns. In some places lands are built upon which are so
located or are of such a character that it is impracticable to provide
them with a public water supply or an effective system of sewerage
or drainage, unless at excessive cost.

The attention of the Department has been called to a number of
such districts where houses, sometimes in large numbers, have been
constructed on rocky hills, mostly in outlying territory, where the
ledge has little or no earth covering and where it is impracticable or
exceedingly difficult and expensive to construct water and sewer mains
and service pipes. The purchaser of lands in such cases often fails
to realize or gives little heed to the difficulties he is likely to meet
in maintaining satisfactory sanitary conditions in and about his prem-
ises, and the municipality hesitates to extend proper water supply and

In other cases, areas of low, wet
proper drainage is impracticable
far in excess of the value of the

sewerage service to such a district,
land have been built upon where
except at an expense which may be
property involved. Such condition
satisfactory in a few municipalities

i have been overcome and made
by taking advantage of the laws

providing for a board of survey, or a planning board if the powers
and duties of the board of survey are placed in its hands. The board
of survey, under existing laws, is empowered to examine, hold hearings,
and pass upon all schemes for new development of real estate at the
outset and before any construction work is undertaken. The public
is thus given an opportunity to learn the dangers of building in a
locality deemed objectionable by the board of survey. Such publicity,
if placed in the hands of properly trained officials, would not only
secure better development of the new districts in cities and towns but
would aid greatly in preventing the development of undesirable areas
for residential purposes, and prevent the danger to the public health
which such settlements entail.

Many of the difficulties arising from objectionable real estate
developments could be prevented if cities and towns generally would
accept and put in force the board of survey laws already provided
by the Legislature.

Rainfall and Flow of Streams
The rainfall for the year 1920 has been greatly in excess of the

normal, and in the first six months of the year was probably the
greatest that has occurred for fifty years. In the Wachusett water-
shed, located near the middle of the State, the total rainfall for 1920
was 55.66 inches, or 10.34 inches in excess of the normal. The rain-
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fall exceeded the normal in every month with the exception of Janu-
ary, August and October, the greatest excess occurring in Februa
April, June, September, November and December, in all but one
if which the monthly rainfall was more than 6 inches. Th

deficiency occurred in October and amounted to 2.60 inches for the
month. The deficiency in August was 1.18 inches and in Janua:
0.42 of an inc

The flow of the Nashua River during 1920 exceeded that of
year since the observations of the flow of that stream rvere esta
twenty-four years ago. A large part of the precipitation in the first
three months of the year was in the form of snow, -which, meltin°-
with the rains of March, produced the greatest yield on the N
River watershed in that month since the records were begun. The
flows were greatly in excess of the normal also in April, May, Jun
November and December and were slightly in excess in Septembe
The greatest deficiency occurred in the months of January and Fe
ruary, the flow in each of th months being about one-half the
normal, a condition due largely t i an exceptionally cold winter, since
the precipitation in those months was in the aggregate much in excess

s also occurred in August and Octo-of the normal. Slight deficiencie
ber, but the flow in each of the ;e months in 1920 was many times
in excess of the minimum.

Under such very exceptional c mditions as these there have been
few cases of shortage of water supplies and very little complaint of
the pollution of streams. Unusual summer rainfalls have now pre-
vailed for a period of six years. Since in this period the consumption
of water has been steadily increasing and the amount used during
the past year is in many cases 20 to 25 per cent, or even more, in
excess of the consumption in the last dry year, it is inevitable that
when a dry year occurs again serious shortages of water will develop
in many cities and towns

Examination of Water Supplie

Most of the sources of public water supply have been inspi
usual during the past year and samples of water from near
the supplies have been analyzed at intervals as in previou
This work has long been carried on with difficulty owing to lack of
available engineers, chemists and biologists trained for the worl
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Sanitary Protection of Public Water Supplies.

Rrles and regulations were re-established by the Department during
rf the water supply of Danvers,the year for the sanitary protection
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The danger arising from the pollution of a public water supply has
again been emphasized by one of those terrible epidemics of typhoid
fever of which there have been fewer examples recently than in the
latter part of the last and the earlier years of the present century.
This epidemic occurred*in a town
west, where an outbreak of many c
bering possibly 7,000, was followed

if 10,000 inhabitants in the middle
ases of diarrhea and enteritis, num-
by over 800 cases of typhoid fever

and many deaths. This occurrence serves once more to emphasize
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the importance of complete protection of water supply systems even
though such protection involves limiting the privileges of the few for
the protection of the health and lives of the many. The question
of boating and fishing on sources of water supply has been the sub-
ject of further careful study by the Department during the year,
and early in the summer a conference was held with water works
officials throughout the State as to the protection of sources of water
supply from the dangers inherent in their use for boating and fishing.
At this conference numerous representatives from cities and towns
using ponds and reservoirs as sources of water supply expressed their
views. These officials stated without exception that such use, if
authorized, could not be effectively regulated so as to adequately
protect the water supplies from pollution. In view of the well-known
dangers of such use of water supply and the insuperable difficulties
of effective regulation, the Department at its meeting on Oct. 19,
1920, passed the following vote:

For the sanitary protection of the public water supplies of. the State, the
itate Department of Public Health recommends and advises that no permit:

whatever be given for boating or fishing on any body of water used as a sour
public water supply from which water is taken directly for drinking or on

any body of water kept as an auxiliary source, and that no boating or fishing
be permitted in tributary sources, unless with the advice of this Departi

I restrictions as the Department shalland then only under such limitation r

presen

Examination of Sewer Out
made in the conditions about the
y into the sea or into tidal waters
;s in deep water continue to be satis-

Very little change has been
various sewer outlets dischargin'
during the past year. The outlet
factory, but a number of serious nuisances still exist where outlets
are located close to the shore or in shallow waters, as noted in pre-
vious reports. These nuisances will no doubt become more serious
as time goes on, with the growth of the cities and towns and the con-
sequent increase in the quantity of sewage and in the deposits which
result therefrom.

Seivehage and Sewage Disposa

Notwithstanding the difficulty and cost of construction during
the past year, a considerable amount of essential sewerage work has
been carried on by a number of municipalities.

At Andover a large extension has been made to the sewerage system
to provide for the Shawsheen or Frye Village district, which is in-
creasing very rapidly in population.

ETS DISCHARGING INTO THE SEA
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At Billerica the sewage-disposal system has been materially in-
creased in size, and at Northbridge an additional area of filter beds
has been provided. At Brockton new works, comprising a series of
large settling tanks and IJA acres of trickling filters, have been under
construction during the year.

At Worcester the work of improving the sewerage system, required
by the provisions of chapter 171 of the Special Acts of the year 1919,
has been carried on during the year, and the amount of work done
and the expenditure made during 1920 comply fully with the require-
ments of the act.

The year has been a favorable one for the disposal of sewage into
inland waters, especially running streams, on account of the excessive
rainfall and the great quantity of water available for the dilution of
the sewage. The flow of streams, as already indicated, has been the
highest, judging from the measurements of the flow of the Nashua
River, that has occurred probably for more than a quarter of a cen-
tury; and the flow was not only greater than usual in the colder and
wetter months of the year, but also was much higher than usual in
the months which are warmer and usually dry, with the exception of
August and October. The amount of pollution from cities and towns
is constantly increasing, in a general way approximating the increase in
the use of water, while the amount of manufacturing waste, though
varying from time to time, also has a tendency to increase from one
period of manufacturing activity to another. When dry seasons
again occur, the effect of these increases will inevitably result in
far worse conditions than have occurred under similar circumstances
in the past, since little lias been done for a number of years towards
relieving streams from pollution by sewage or manufacturing waste.

These conditions, while being favorable for the dilution of sewage
discharged into streams, have been less favorable for the operation of
sewage-disposal works on account of the increase in the quantity of
sewage requiring disposal. A number of the sewage-disposal works
of the State have already become inadequate, on account of the
growth of the municipalities which they serve, for the proper care
of all of the sewage requiring disposal. In a number of these cases,
owing to the increased flow of sewage in the past year, considerable
quantities of sewage have in many instances been discharged un-
treated into the streams. This condition has obtained at times at
Pittsfield, Clinton, Spencer and Southbridge, among others, while,
at the same time, municipalities which have adequate works for the
treatment and purification of the sewage have found no difficulty in
producing a very satisfactory effluent. This has been the case, for
example, at Attleboro, Concord, Framingham, Hopedale, Hudson,
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Marlborough, North Attleborough, Northbridge, Norwood and Weiborough. A new sewerage system has been introduced at Millihis when completed will remove much of the excessive pollution fro
a stream in the valley of which is situated the well used as a sourof water supply for the town.

Examination of Rivers
The condition of the polluted rivers of the State has been

objectionable than for many years. This has been due ton due
causes: (1) the excessive rainfall and flow of streams through
year; and (2) a great reduction
from factories and mills, many i
ated only on part time during the

in the polluting matter dischar
f which have been closed or oj
latter part of the year.

Assabet Riv
The Assabet River in the upper part of its course has been

rather better condition than usual, but below Hudson the quant
of organic matter in the river water, notwithstanding the high fl
of the river, was greater than usual. Below Maynard the river v
offensive during the latter part of the summer, but, on the who
not as objectionable as usual.

Blackstone River.

The Blackstone River below Cherry Valley has shown less pol
tion than at any time in the last four years, but at the outlet
Curtis Pond the pollution was slightly greater than last year, a
this is true, also, of the stream above the Worcester sewage-dispo
works. Below the disposal works the condition of the river appei
to have been much the same as last year. At Uxbridge and M
ville its condition has shown little change in the last few years.

Charles River.
The condition of the Charles River has shown marked impro’

nent throughout its course as compared with last year, a resu
rery largely to the reduced quantity of polluting matter disci

to the stream from factories and mills, since this river receives v
tie sewage. Many of the factories in the upper part of the dn
;e area were either closed or operated only on part time during
tter half of the year. For example, one of the largest mills in
ver portion of the watershed reduced its output for the year
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about one-eighth of that of 1919. Under such conditions the eff
waste into the stream naturallyof the discharge of manufacturin

has been much less noticeable tha formerlyn

RCh

iver and its tributaric
w of the river has bee

The condition of the Chicopee R
better than for many years. The flo
great, and its pollution by manufac

unusually
urine waste less than usual

RC

r condition than usual, and theThe Sudbury River has been in I
same is true of the Concord River
condition in the city of Lowell cor
action appears to have been taken
ested as advised by the Departnn

as far as the city of Lowell. Its
nues to be objectionable, and not

by the city or other parties inter-
Nt at various times, notably in a
mncil of Dec. 10, 1912municipacommunication t

ut hCo?i

The Connecticut River and i tributaries show little change as
compared with previous years. While this river receives large quan-
tities of polluting matter from the cities and towns along its course,
its flow is so great in proportion to the population that practically
no evidence of this pollution is noticeable, except by chemical analysis.
Local pollutions along the banks, due to the discharge of sewage or
other refuse too close to shore, have been objectionable at certain
points for many years, and some of the tributaries, notably the Mill
River below Northampton and the Manhan below Easthampton, are
very badly polluted and objectionable in years of less than average
rainfall.

Deerfield h
The Deerfield River receives but little pollution at any point except-

ing near its mouth, where the sewage of the town of Greenfield enters
Its condition has not been objectionable during the past year.

French R
The French River, which is bac

pecially by sewage and manufact
offensive than usual during the y

lly polluted at several points, (
uring waste at Webster, was le

ar

Iloosick Rive

There has been a marked increa
River below Adams, but below N

Ie in the pollution of the Hoosick
urtli Adams and at Williamstown

its condition was somewhat less objectionable than usual
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Housatonic River.
The Housatonic River has been polluted during the year by thedischarge of untreated sewage from the city of Pittsfield, but theeffect of this pollution has been diminished by the unusually highflow of the river.

Merrimack River.
The Merrimack River, like most of the other streams, has shown

less evidence of pollution during the past year than usual. The
reduction in the quantity of manufacturing waste discharged into the
river at Lawrence had a marked effect in reducing the pollution of the '
river at that point during the latter part of the year.

Miller River.
The Millers River watershed contains few large towns and the

stream has never been very seriously polluted by sewage. It receives
the sewage of the towns of Athol and Orange and small amounts of
sewage at other points.

Nashua River.
The Nashua River below Fitchburg, but above the outlet of the

city sewage-disposal works, has shown more evidence of pollution
than in any year for several years. At North Leominster its con-
dition has been much the same as usual. The condition of Mo-
noosnock Brook, a tributary which receives the sewage of Leom-
inster, was worse than in the previous year, and the same is true
of the main stream below Monoosnock Brook. In this portion of its
course the stream was very offensive during the drier part of the
year. Farther down the river the unusual dilution reduced con-
siderably the effect of this pollution, and the condition of the rr
on the whole, was about the same as in the previous year.

Ne II

The results of chemical analyses of the water of the Neponset River
and its tributaries at a number of points show that the river has been
ess polluted than usual during the past year, a condition due no#
doubt to a reduction in manufacturing activity in this watershed.
Additional disposal works for the treatment of manufacturing wastes
rave been built in this valley during the past year, which have no
loubt contributed to the improvement in the condition of the river.
Dne of these works treats the waste cf a tannery in Walpole and

ier the wastes from a finishing works at Canton.
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North River in Peabody and Salem.
The North River, one of the most polluted rivers in the State,

has shown no improvement during the past year. Much of the
sewage of Peabody has overflowed into the river, and the stream has
been very offensive during the past year. Certain minor changes have
been made at the Salem pumping station, but the main improvements
needed to insure efficient operation of the trunk sewer and outfall
works have been postponed, in common with other necessary public
works.

Taunton River
The Taunton River below Brockton has been more noticeably

polluted than usual, notwithstanding the high flow of the river.
The condition of the river has been less objectionable than usual in
other parts of its course, due to its unusual flow.

Other Ri
The remaining rivers of the State are less affected by pollution than

those mentioned, and no change in their condition worthy of note
has occurred during the past year.

Protection of the Public Health in the Valley of the

Neponset River.
Under the provisions of laws relating to the protection of the public

health in the valley of the Neponset River, it is the duty of the
Department of Public Health to determine the area of land benefited
by the act and the special benefit received by each parcel affected.
This work had been practically completed at the end of the year,
and the returns required by legislation are in course of preparation.

Other Special Matters
The Department is directed by the provisions of chapter 32 of the

Resolves of 1920 to investigate the sanitary condition of the Acushnet
River in the city of New Bedford and the towns of Acushnet and
Fairhaven and report the same to the next General Court. This
report is represented in a separate document.

The work of investigating the water supply needs and resources
of the State, required by chapter 49 of the Resolves of 1919, has been
carried on as rapidly as practicable during the year.








